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ffr-conjunctinn with H Irlnphnur unil i\\v\ n rontrnl pror«r»nni ng unit 

comprising [; ] j_ 

a) a [micro processor] microprocessor; 

b) means for interfacing the teleplw5ne unit with 

said microprocessor [for the receipt of] and receding signals from 

the telephone unit; 

c) means for interfacing the central processing 

unit with the microprocessor, inclujiang a port recognizable by the 

central processing unit [for th^receipt of] and receiving signals 

[therefrom] from the microprocessor, wherein signals are received 

by said microprocessor from the telephone unit and signals are 

received by the central processing unit from said microprocessor; 

and, 

)      translation means   for  establishing protocol 

relative to/signals received from the telephone unit to permit 

communication of said telephone unit signals to said microprocessor 

and tgr the central processing unit^. wherein said translation means 

•a—pgouidiiu 

[claim  3 ]   claim   1 in 

unit   and   a central 

processing unit fwhich said transla\ion-Tff^ans includes a program], 

2.      (amended) The receiver 

combination   with   at   least   one \tele 

5^ amended)) The receiver of claim 1 which additionally 

comprises a visual indicator of [the] any activation of said means 

for receiving signals [processing data received] from the telephone 



# 

0/ 

with a central processing unit comprising: 

a microprocessor; 

b) \ a telephone unit including means for tracking 

r 

real time; 

c)    means for int 

said microprocessor pto permit 

sent from said telephone unit to 

d)     means  for in 

telephone unit with 

nd receiving signals 

lcroprocessor; 

antral processing 

unit including a port recognizable by the central processing unit 

for the receipt of signals therefrom, said port communicating with 

\J\    said microprocessor; 

e) translation eans for ablishing protocol 

relative to signals received froij| said telephone unit to permit 

communication of said telephone unit signals to said microprocessor 

and from said microprocessor to the central processing unit wherein 

said translation means includes a program, 

8.      (amended) The receiver of claim 7  in  [which said 

translation means includes a program] combination with a central 

processing unit. 

cellular    telephone    tracking and 

accounting system comprising: 

[a)    a central processing unit,] 

[b) ]   [at  least one]   a plurality of mobile 

cellular phone [unit] units, each unit having an internal real-time 

clock  and   calendar   circuit,   a  memory,   and,   programmed system 

operating means for storing data on calls and the time and date of 

3<? 
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the calls in the memory 

^ bj.      a plurality of central processor units each 

central processor unit associated with a local site and each having 

a plurality of cellular phone units associated with the local site 

central processor; 

c) interlink means for connecting the mobile 

cellular phone [unit] units to [the] its local site central 

processor unit, wherein the stored data on calls and the time and 

date of the calls is transferrable to the central processor 

unit[, ]j_ and 

f 

^ dj_     a centralized processor connectable with each 

central processor unit with means for polling each central 

processor unit to extract data for centralized record keeping and 

operations management; 

\ [d) ]     el     means  for  initiating transfer  of the 

stored data from the cellular phone units to the central processor 

units and from the central processor units to the centralized 

processor, 

f JL3^T ((amended)) The cellular telephone tracking and 

accounting system of claim >2 wherein the interlink means comprises 

an electronic terminal connection between the cellular phone unit 

and the central processor unit. 

(amended!^ The cellular telephone tracking and 

accounting system of claim yf wherein the interlink means includes 

programmed circuit means for translating communications between the 

phone unit and the central processor unit. 


